
Powered by a 1200 PSI pump, the Rally 1200 has all the power 
needed to clean tile and grout.  Attach the Hard Surface 
Cleaning Tool and two jets of water blast away the toughest 
soils from hard floors.

Reduce the pressure to 400 PSI, attach a carpet wand and the 
Rally 1200 becomes a powerful cold water carpet restoration 
machine.

Rally 1200
12-Gallon Dual Surface Cleaner

NSS® Enterprises, Inc.
3115 Frenchmens Road
Toledo, Ohio 43607-2958
USA
www.nss.com

Printed on Green Seal® certified 
paper that contains 30% recycled 
post-consumer fiber.

Two streams of 1200 PSI water turn the spray bar at up to 1400 RPM, 
providing consistent cleaning, even in the grout lines.

Two 3/4 inch garden hose fittings allow for auto-fill of the solution 
water and auto-dump of the waste water, increasing productivity and 
eliminating trips to the sink to fill or drain the machine.

A circuit locator with an audible notification tone makes finding two 
independent circuits quick and easy.
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RALLY 1200 Specifications

Wheel on the handle assists loading the machine 
into trucks.

Rotomolded polyethylene body resists dents and 
corrosion, translating into years of dependable 
service.

Quick release cord wraps.

Built in 45° elbow for easy draining into toilets.

The 2-jet wand, 
4093251, is an 
economical choice for 
customers wanting a 
stainless steel wand.
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Capacity

Solution Tank

Recovery Tank

Solution Pump

Vacuum Motor

Type

HP

Closed Waterlift

          Construction

Body

Wheels

Casters

Hoses

Cord

Sound Level

Dimensions

Height

Length

Width

Weight

Shipping Class

Warranty

Productivity

12 gal (45.5 l)

12 gal (45.5 l)

400 - 1200 PSI

2-stage, tapered fan

2.1 HP

140 in

Rotomolded polyethylene

Two 10 in (25 cm)

Two 4 in (10 cm)

25 ft (7.6 m)

Dual 25 ft (7.6 m), 12-3 SJTW

75 dBA (ISO 11201)

39 in (99 cm)

26 in (66 cm)

17 in (43 cm)

150 lbs (68 kg)

125

One year limited

500 sq ft per hour (46.5 sq m)
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P: (800) 677-1663
F: (419) 531-3761

mailus@nss.com
www.nss.com
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Two streams of 1200 
PSI water turn the 
spray bar at 1400 RPM, 
providing consistent 
cleaning, even in grout 
lines.

Use the hard surface 
tool pictured above 
(#4091341) when 
cleaning hard surfaces.

The Hydroglide 
wand, 4093241, 
features a nylon glide 
and a streamlined 
design to increase 
airflow and reduce 
operator fatigue.


